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Integra is the UK and Ireland’s leading dealer group in the Office and IT Supplies industry, providing 
independent dealers with exceptional buying power, differentiated marketing programmes, flexible IT 
solutions and support services.

Integra delivers unbeatable support and services designed to improve the long term profitability of its members. We provide a 
professional and responsive leadership and offer a total solution to meet the needs of members.

Integra accepts an obligation to comply with all relevant legislation and to minimise its impact upon the environment paying 
particular attention to our main environmental impacts which stem from usage of the following: natural resources including 
utilities (heating, lighting, water etc), paper; and transport.

In order to demonstrate our commitment to this obligation, we have implemented an environmental management system 
which focuses on:

l Minimising waste
l Maximising efficient  use  of  natural  resources
l Preventing pollution
l Monitoring of utilities,transport and waste

We’re furthering our sustainability commitment by becoming Planet Mark certified through measuring and reducing our 
carbon footprint.  

Planet Mark is an internationally recognised sustainability certification for every type of organisation, for real estate and for 
products. A Planet Mark certification recognises continuous improvement, encourages action and builds an empowered 
community of like-minded individuals who make a world of difference.  

In this crucial Decade of Action, we want to ensure that we are a force for good: positively transforming society and the 
planet by measuring our own impact on the environment. Over the next year we will be working towards reducing our carbon 
emissions.

Through Planet Mark we are protecting an area of endangered rainforest thanks to Cool Earth; a charity working 
alongside rainforest communities to halt deforestation. Our pledge through Cool Earth goes directly towards supporting 
the Asháninka community in Central Peru.   

Through our commitment to Planet Mark we are also helping the Eden Project – an educational charity building connections 
with each other and the living world, exploring how we can work together towards a better future.  

Regular checks and reviews are carried out to ensure our environmental management system remains effective.

We aim to continually improve our environmental performance through the support and involvement of all our employees and 
stakeholders. This policy is available to all via our website.
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